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1. Introduction 
The operational semantics of concurrent systems has often been described by means of labelled 
transition systems. However, these descriptions are frequently too concrete and do not always give 
the same account of systems which exhibit identical observable behaviour. The addition of a 
plausible notion of behavioural equivalence permits to overcome these problems; see [DeN87] and 
[vG190] for comparative presentations of many such equivalences. 
Together with the definition of the equivalences, different attempts have been made towards 
defining new logics which permit the specification of concurrent systems. In particular, temporal 
logic has been seen as a promising approach (see [REX89]). To date, there is no general agreement 
on the type of temporal logic to be used, and, since logics also naturally give rise to equivalence 
classes consisting of all those systems which satisfy the same formulae, often the proposed logics 
have been compared with operational equivalences for a better understanding and evaluation. 
A well known result relating operational and logical semantics is that reported in [HM85]. In 
that paper, a modal logic, now known as Hennessy-Milner Logic (HML), is defined which, when 
interpreted over (transition) labelled transition systems with and without silent actions, is proved to 
be in full agreement with two operational equivalences called strong and weak observational 
equivalence, respectively. Other correspondences have been established in [BCG88]; two 
equivalences over Kripke structures (state-labelled transition systems) are related to two variants of 
CTL * [EH86]. It is first shown that a variant of strong observational equivalence coincides with 
the equivalence induced by CTL *; and then that CTL * without the next operator (CTL * - X) is in 
full agreement with stuttering equivalence, an equivalence based on the idea of merging adjacent 
states which have the same labelling. 
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Recently, a new notion of behavioural equivalence for labelled transition systems, called 
branching bisimulation ( ""b), has been proposed [GW89] . It aims at generalizing strong 
observational equivalence to ignore silent actions while preserving the branching structures of 
systems. Indeed, ""b considers two systems to be equivalent only if every computation, i.e. every 
sequence of (visible and silent) actions and states, of one system has a correspondent in the other; 
corresponding computations have the same sequence of visible actions and are such that all their 
intermediate states have equivalent potentials. Branching bisimulation is more restrictive than weak 
observational equivalence but has a pleasant axiomatic characterization which leads to a complete 
canonical term rewriting system [DIN90] and does indeed preserve the branching structures of 
systems. In [GV90] an O(m x n) algorithm - m is the number of transitions and n is the number of 
states in the transition system - for branching bisimulation is presented; a trial implementation of 
this algorithm runs faster than existing tools for deciding weak observational equivalence. 
In this paper, we study the logical characterization of branching bisimulation, and propose 
three different logics which serve our scope. 
The first logic, Lu, is obtained from HML by replacing the indexed operator <a> with a kind 
of "until" operator. The new binary operator, written cp<a>cp', tests whether a system can reach, by 
exhibiting a visible action a, a state which satisfies cp' while moving only through states which 
satisfy cp. It is worth noting that the original HML can be recovered from Lu in the sense that for 
any HML formula there exists a formula in Lu which is logically equivalent. Clearly, if no silent 
action is present, Lu induces the same identifications as HML. 
The second logic, LBF• stems from the characterization of ""b as back and forth bisimulation 
equivalence [DMV90]. It extends HML with reverse operators (see [Sti90]). These operators 
permit inquiries to be made about the past of computations. It turns out that the logic LBF is at 
least as expressive as the logic Lu: we show that the cp<a>cp' modalities of Lu are definable in 
terms of the back and forth modalities of LBF· 
The third logic which we use to characterize ""b is a variant of CTL *, more specifically it is 
CTL * - X when interpreted, as in the original proposal (see [ES89]), over all runs of Kripke 
structures and not just over maximal runs. Together with this correspondence, we provide a variant 
of branching bisimulation which is in full agreements with CTL * - X interpreted over maximal 
* runs. The steps we perform to prove the correspondence between CTL -X and ""b allow us to 
establish some interesting connections between the state- and action-based approaches to the 
semantics of concurrent systems. Indeed, we establish the relationships between CTL * and ""b by 
relating both to variants of the stuttering equivalence over Kripke structures (:::::s) of [BCG88]. 
We give a logical characterization of two variants of stuttering equivalence. The first equiva-
lence is weaker than ""s and is insensitive to divergence (infinite stuttering), we call it divergence 
blind stuttering equivalence (""dbs). Its definition is new and simpler than that of ""s· The second 
equivalence, called divergence sensitive stuttering equivalence (""dss) is defined in terms of the 
first one. We prove that ""dss induces the same identification as CTL *-X interpreted over maximal 
runs and thus, since a similar result for ""s has been proved in [BCG88], we have that ""dss 
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coincides with ""s, the original stuttering equivalence. Our characterization of ""s in terms of ""dbs 
is used as a key step towards the O(m x n) algorithm for deciding stuttering equivalence of 
[GV90]. Finally, we define a divergence sensitive version of branching bisimulation which 
coincides with ""s· 
To relate branching bisimulation and stuttering equivalence, we present two general construc-
tions which, given a labelled transition system, yield an enriched system in which both states and 
transitions are labelled. For both constructions, the generated system has almost the same structure 
as that of the original one: in the first construction the unfoldings of the two systems are isomor-
phic, the second construction just places a new state in the middle of each visible transition. We 
prove that divergence blind stuttering equivalence and ""b, and divergence sensitive branching 
bisimulation and ""s induce the same identifications on the class of enriched systems. 
2. Branching Bisimulation and Hennessy-Milner Logics 
In this section, we introduce two logical characterizations of branching bisimulation equivalence 
based on Hennessy-Milner Logic, HML for short. The first logic relies on a kind of until operator 
which, given a sequence of transitions (run), permits testing not only what is true after that run but 
also what are the properties which hold along it. The second logic introduces a backward modality 
which permits to test both for properties which are verified after the execution of a particular visible 
action and for properties which where enjoyed before the execution of the action. 
We provide now the necessary background definitions about transition systems and their runs 
and introduce branching bisimulation. The actual definition of the latter is slightly simpler and 
apparently less restrictive than the original one of [GW89] ; however, it can be easily proved that 
our equivalence does indeed coincides with the original one. 
Definition 2.1. (Labelled Transition Systems) 
A labelled transition system (or LTS) is a triple A= (S, A, ➔) where: 
• S is a set of states; 
• A is a set of actions; the silent action t is not in A; 
• ➔ c S x (Aut) x S is the transition relation; an element (r,a,s)e ➔ is called a transition, and 
is usually written as r-a➔s. 
We let At= Au{t}; AE = Au{E}, Ee At· Moreover, we let r, s, ... range over S; a, b, ... over 
A; a, ~ .... over At and k, ... over AE. 
We will also make use of the mapping(.)°: At➔AE which is such that a.0 = a if ae A and a.0 = E 
otherwise. ♦ 
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Definition 2.2. (Notation for strings) 
Let K be any set. K* stands for the set of finite sequences of elements of K; KW denotes the set of 
infinite sequences of elements of K; K00 stands for KffiuK*. Concatenation of sequences is 
denoted by juxtaposition; A denotes the empty sequence; l1tl denotes the length of a sequence 7t. ♦ 
Definition 2.3. (Paths and runs over LTS' s) 
Let A= (S, A, ➔) be a LTS. 
• A sequence (SQ,CX{),S 1) ... (sn- 1 ,an-! ,Sn) e ➔ * is called a path from so; 
• a run from s e S is a pair (s,1t), where 1t is a path from s; 
• we write runA(s), or just run(s), for the set of runs from s; 
• we write run.A for the set of runs in A. 
We let 7t, •.. range over paths and p, CJ, ... over runs. 
Definition 2.4. (Many step transitions and bounded nondeterminism) 
Let A= (S, A, ➔) be a LTS. 
♦ 
i) Let=£=> be the transitive and reflexive closure of -t➔. For a E A, we define on S, r=a=>s if 
and only if there exists r' ands' in S such that r=E=>r'-a➔s'=E=>s. 
ii) A has bounded nondeterminism iff for all se S and ke AE the set { r I s=k⇒r} is finite. ♦ 
Definition 2.5. (Branching bisimulation) 
Let A= (S, A, ➔) be a LTS. 
• A relation R ~ S x S is called a branching bisimulation if it is symmetric and satisfies the 
following transfer property: if r R s and r-a➔r', then either a=t and r' R s, or :l s', s" such 
that s=E=>s'-a➔ s", r R s' and r' R s". 
• Two states r, s of S are branching bisimilar, abbreviated A: r =b s or r =b s, if there exists a 
branching bisimulation relating r and s. ♦ 
The arbitrary union of branching bisimulation relations is again a branching bisimulation; =b is the 
maximal branching bisimulation and is an equivalence relation. 
We could have strengthened the above definition by requiring all intermediate states in s=e⇒s' 
to be related with r. The following lemma implies that this would have lead to the same equivalence 
relation. 
Lemma 2.6. (Stuttering lemma, cf. Lemma 1.3 off GW89]) 
Let A= (S, A, ➔) be a LTS and let for some n > 0, (so,t,s1) ... (sn-1,t,sn) be a path in A with 
so =b Sn. Then for all O ~ i ~ n: so =b Si. 
Proof: See [DMV90], Lemma 2.3.2. ♦ 
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In the rest of the paper we will study the relationships between branching bisimulation and the 
equivalence induced by different logics. Given a logical language L and an associated satisfaction 
relation I=, a general definition of the equivalence ~L on the states of a labelled transition system A 
induced by L-formulas, is given by: 
A: r ~Ls if and only if (V<p e L: A, r I= <p <=> A, s I= <p). 
We will show that, for three significantly different logics, ~L coincides with branching bisimula-
tion equivalence. 
2. 1. Until operators 
The first logic we will introduce is a variant of Hennessy-Milner Logic which rather than the family 
of diamond operator <a> has an indexed until operator. Below, we will introduce our new logic 
after presenting syntax and semantics of the original HML. 
Definition 2.7. (Hennessy-Milner Logic) 
Let A be a given alphabet of symbols. The syntax of HML is defined by the following grammar 
where we let <p, <p', ... range over HML formulas (and k over AE): 
<p ::= T I -,q, I (j)A<p 1 I <k> <p. 
Definition 2.8. (The satisfaction relation for HML) 
Let A = (S, A, ➔) be a LTS. Satisfaction of a HML-formula <p by a state s e S, notation 
A, s I= <p, or just s I= <p, is defined inductively by: 
• s I= T always 
• s I= -,q, iff s IF <p 
• s I= <pA<p' iff s I= <p and s I= <p' 
• s I= <k><p iff there is ans' such that s=k=>s' and s' I= <p. 
♦ 
♦ 
For labelled transition systems with bounded nondeterminism, the above logic has been proved, in 
[HM85], to be in full agreement with the equivalence relation known as weak observational 
equivalence, which is based on a slightly less demanding bisimulation than that of Definition 2.5. 
In order to consider equivalent two states weak bisimulation only requires them to lead, via the 
same sequences of visible actions, to equivalent states; the intermediate states along the path are not 
investigated. In order to take also the properties of these intermediate states into account, within the 
new version of HML, we replace the diamond operator <k><p with a binary operator, written 
<p<k><p', which is used to test, whether a system can reach via k, a state which satisfies <p' while 
moving only through intermediate states which satisfy <p. 
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Definition 2.9. (Hennessy-Milner Logic with Until: Lu) 
Let A be a given alphabet of symbols. The syntax of the language Lu is defined by the following 
grammar where we let <p, <p' ... range over Lu formulas: 
<p ::= T I -,cp I <pr-<p' I <p <k> <p'. ♦ 
Definition 2.10. (The satisfaction relation for Lu) 
Let A.= (S, A, ➔) be a LTS. Satisfaction of an Lu-formula <p by a state se S, notation A.,s I= <p, 
or just s I= <p, is defined inductively by: 
• s I= T always 
• s I= -,cp if f s IF <p 
• s I= <pr-<p' iff s I= <p and s I= <p' 
• s I= <p <k><p' iff either k=E ands I= <p', or there is a run (s, (S(),t,s1) ... (sn-l,'t,sn) (sn,a.,sn+1)) 
such that Vi ~ n: Si I= <p, k=a. 0 and Sn+ 1 I= <p' with n 2:: 0. ♦ 
It is possible to define, within Lu, other temporal operators; we will write <k><p for T<k><p and 
[k]<p for -,<k>-,<p. It is worth noting that the original HML can be recovered from Lu in the sense 
that the diamond operator "<k><p" of HML is rendered by our "<k><E><p". In the latter formula, 
we need to have <E> after <k> because our relativized until operators are interpreted only over runs 
which always end with the action which indexes them; in HML this restriction is not present and 
runs are considered which may continue with sequences of invisible actions. Clearly, if no silent 
action is present, Lu and HML induce the same identifications on LTS's. 
We give now two pairs of systems and two formulae which show the additional power of Lu 
when compared with the original Hennessy-Milner Logic. The two pairs <r, s> and <p, q> are just 
two instances of the second and third t'laws (see e.g. [Mil89]) respectively; thus they are certainly 
not differentiated by HML. 
Example 2.11. (Two pairs of states which are weak observational equivalent but not branching 
bisimilar). 
Consider the following L TS A.2.11: 
p q 
a 
r s 
.r .~ 
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If we let cp = ( <b> T) <a> T we have s I= cp while r IF cp. 
If we let cp' = [a] (<c>T) we have p I= cp' while q IF cp'. ♦ 
Theorem 2.12. (Lu and branching bisimulation induce the same identifications on bounded 
LTS's). 
Let A= (S, A, ➔) be a LTS with bounded nondeterminism. Then for all r, sin S: 
A: r =b s if and only if A: r ~Lu s. 
Proof: "⇒" Supposer =b sand let cp E L such that r I= cp. With rather straightforward induction 
on the structure of cp one can prove that s I= cp. 
"<==" Supposer ~Lu s. We prove that ~Lu is a branching bisimulation. Clearly the relation is 
symmetric. Suppose p ~Lu q and p-<X➔p'. A first possibility is that both a='t and p' ~Lu q. In this 
case the transfer property holds trivially. So suppose that either U:;c't or not p' ~Lu q. Consider the 
collection Q of all paths from q of the form (qQ,'t,q1) .. (qn-l ,'t,qn)(qn,a,q') with qo = q such that 
there are no cycles in the 't-part (i.e. Vi,j: qi= qj implies i = j). We will prove that Q is finite by 
reductio ad absurdum. Suppose it is infinite. Consider the tree, T0 , which has as nodes the paths in 
Q, and which has an edge from node 1t to node 1t' if and only if 1t' can be obtained from 1t by 
extending it with a single transition. Since A has bounded nondeterminism, To will certainly be 
finitely branching. Therefore, by Konig's lemma, the tree has an infinite path. But this implies that 
there is an infinite, acyclic path in A, starting in q, with 't-transitions only. This contradicts the 
assumption that A has bounded nondeterminism. 
In order to prove the transfer property, it is sufficient to show that there is a path in Q with the 
property that all states on the path, except for the last one, are related via ~Lu to p, and the last state is 
related via ~Lu top'. Suppose that there is no such path. We will derive a contradiction. We can split 
Q into two subsets Q s and Q f such that for any path 1t5 in Q s there is a formula cp7e5 which holds in p 
but not in all non-final states of 1t5, and for any path 1tf in Qf there is a formula cp7tf which holds in p' 
but not in the last state of 1tf· Let cps be the conjunction of the formulas cp7e5 with 1t5 in Q sand let (j)f be 
the conjunction of the formulas cp7tf with 7tf in Q f· Now we can distinguish between two cases. 
1. a='t. In this case, since not (p' ~Lu q), there exists a <pQ such that p' I= <pQ but q IF (j)Q. 
Consider the formula cp = cps<D(<pfl',<pQ). We have that p I= cp while q IF cp and thus a contradiction. 
2. a:t't. Now we take cp = cps«D<pf and we have a contradiction because p I= cp but q IF cp. ♦ 
2.2. Backward Modalities 
In this section, we present a new kind of bisimulation which we call back and forth bisimulation. It 
not only requires the futures of equivalent processes to be equivalent but constraints also their 
pasts. This new bisimulation has been put forward in [DMV90], where it is proved that it induces 
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on LTS 's the same identifications as branching bi simulation. Here, we take advantage of this result 
and introduce a variant of Hennessy-Milner Logic with a backward modality which permits 
analyzing the past of computations. The spirit of the last generalization of HML is similar to that 
proposed by Hennessy and Stirling in [HS85], the relevant difference is that we take into account 
also the possibility that some of the actions might be invisible while they deal with visible actions 
only and thus do not admit partially controlled state changes. Indeed, the past operator is 
introduced in [HS85] only to capture non-continuous properties (e.g. fairness) of generalized 
transition systems. There it is also proved that in the case of classical (limit closed) transition 
systems without silent moves the equivalence induced by the logic with the past operator coincides 
with strong bisimulation. 
Before actually introducing the new logic we need additional notation. Since we want to talk 
about the past of systems, we need to define transition relations on runs rather than on single 
states; this enables us to go back from a state along the run which represents its history. We can 
easily generalize to runs the transition relation over states: 
• p -a➔ CJ if there exists a run 8 = (s, (s, a, s')) such that p concatenated with 8 gives CJ; 
• p =e=> CJ if there exist PO, Pl,· .. Pn, (n ~O), such that p = PO, Pn = CJ and for all O~i<n: 
Pi-'t➔Pi+ 1; 
• p =a=> CJ if there exist p', CJ1 such that p =E=>p' -a➔ CJ1 =£=> CJ. 
Below we present the definition of back and forth bisimulation; more detailed discussions and 
motivations of the new bisimulation and its consequences can be found in [DMV9O]. Here, we 
would only like to stress, once again, that we do not define bisimulations as relations between 
states anymore but as relations between runs. The equivalence of two given states is obtained by 
considering all runs from them. 
Definition 2.13. (Back and forth bisimulation) 
Let A= (S , A, ➔) be a LTS. Two states r, s E Sare back and forth bisimilar, abbreviated 
A.: r ""bf s or r ""bf s, if there exists a symmetric relation R c run;t_ x run;t_, called a back and 
forth bisimulation, satisfying: 
i) (r, A) R (s, 11.); 
ii) if p R CJ and p=k=>p' then there exists a CJ' such that CJ=k=>CJ' and p' R CJ1; 
iii) if p R CJ and p'=k=>p then there exists a CJ' such that CJ'=k=>CJ and p' R CJ'. 
Theorem 2.14. (Back and forth and branching bisimu/ation induce the same identifications) 
Let A= (S, A, ➔) be a LTS. Then for r, sin S: A: r ""b s if and only if A: r ""bf s. 
Proof: See [DMV9O], Theorem 2.3.3. 
♦ 
♦ 
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Definition 2.15. (Hennessy-Milner Logic with backward modalities: LsF) 
Let A be a given alphabet of symbols. The syntax of Back and Forth Logic LsF is defined by the 
following grammar where cp and cp' denote generic formulae of the language: 
cp::= T I -,cp I cp A cp' I <k> cp I <f-k> cp. 
Definition 2.16. (The Satisfaction Relation for LsF) 
i) Let A = (S, A, ➔) be a LTS. Satisfaction of an L8rformula cp by a run p of A, notation 
A, p I= cp, or just p I= cp, is defined inductively by: 
• p I= T always; 
• p I= -,cp iff p IF cp; 
• p I= q>Aq>' iff p I= cp and p I= cp'; 
• p I= <k>q> iff there exists a run p' such that p =k=> p' and p' I= cp; 
• p I= <f-k>cp iff there exists a run p' such that p' =k=> p and p' I= cp. 
ii) For s e S and cp e LsF we define s I= cp iff (s, A) I= cp. 
• 
• 
It is worth pointing out that, when interpreted over transition systems without silent actions, the 
above logic does not provide us with any additional discriminating power with respect to HML. 
This consideration agrees with [HS85] where it is shown that for the class of transition systems we 
are considering here, when no silent action is present, HML and LsF do coincide. Thus we have 
that HML, LsF and Lu induce the same identifications on systems without silent actions. Going 
back to systems with silent actions, below, we show that also LsF is able to differentiate the 
systems of Example 2.11. 
Example 2.17. 
Let p, q, r and s be as in Example 2.11, and let [k] = ,<k>. and [f-k] = ,<f-k>.. 
If cp = <a>[f-a]<b>T thens I= q> while r IF q>. 
If cp' = [a][b]<f-b><c>T then p I= q>' while q IF cp'. • 
Theorem 2.18. (LsF and branching bisimulation induce the same identifications on bounded 
LTS's) 
Let A = (S, A, ➔) be a L TS with bounded nondeterminism. Then for all r, s in S: 
A: r ""'b s if and only if A : r ~LBF s. 
Proof: Given a LTS A, we can build a new one, BF(A), which is obtained by replacing the 
single step transition relation of A with the corresponding many step forward and backward 
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arrows between paths of A. More precisely, we define BF(A.) = (runA, Abf, ➔bf) where Abf = 
Ae u {+-k I kEAe} and for p, p' E runA and k E Ae, p-k➔bf p' iff p=k=>p' and p-+-k➔bf p' 
iff p'=k=>p. We can now prove that A: r ::::::bf s if and only if BF(A.): r:::::: s, where:::::: stands for 
Milner's strong observational equivalence. The claim then follows directly from Theorem 2.14 and 
from the HML characterization of:::::: in [HM85]. ♦ 
We can now prove that the logic L8 F is at least as expressive as the logic Lu, in the sense that we 
can give for each Lu-formula an L8 rformula which is logically equivalent to it. 
Theorem 2.19. (L8 F is at least as expressive as Lu) 
Let A= (S, A, ➔) be a LTS ands E S. There exists a mapping f: Lu ➔ L8 F such that for all <p 
in Lu: sl= cpiffsl= f(<p). 
Proof: f is defined inductively by 
• f(T) = T; 
• f(-,cp) = -,f( <p ); 
• f( (j)/\(j) 1) = f( <p )/\f( <p') 
• f(<p<E><p') = <E>(f(<p') /\ [~E] (f(<p') V f(<p))) 
• f(<p<a><p') = <a>([~E] f(<p') /\ [~a] f(<p)). 
It is straightforward to check, by induction on the structure of <p, that f has the required property. ♦ 
At the moment we do not know whether the reverse of the above theorem holds, i.e., whether we 
can find a mapping g: L8F ➔ Lu which, like f, preserves the satisfaction relation. 
3. Branching Bisimulation and CTL * 
In this section, we shall study the relationship of branching bisimulation with a different type of 
logic, the temporal logic known as CIL *. This will be achieved by relating branching bisimulation 
to a variant of the stuttering equivalence defined and related to CIL * in [BCG88]. First of all, we 
introduce the relevant notation for the class of structures which have been used to interpret CTL * 
and to define stuttering equivalence. 
Definition 3.1. (Kripke structures) 
Let AP be a fixed nonempty set of atomic proposition names ranged over by p, q, .... A Kripke 
structure (or KS) is a triple '.K = (S, L, ➔) where: 
• S is a set of states; 
• L: S ➔ 2AP is the proposition labelling; 
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• ➔ c S x Sis the transition relation; an element (r,s) e ➔ is called a transition and is usually 
written as r ➔ s. 
We let r, s, ... range over states of Kripke structures. 
Definition 3.2. (Notation for Kripke structures) 
Let '.JG= (S, L, ➔) be a Kripke structure. 
♦ 
• A (finite or infinite) sequence (S(), s 1)(s 1, s2) ... e ➔00 is called a path from so; if the sequence 
of pairs of states is maximal the path is calledfullpath. 
• A run from s e S is a pair (s,1t), where 1t is a path from s. 
• We write run'.J(_(s), or just run(s), for the set of runs from s, and µrun'.J(_(s), or just µrun(s), for 
the set of maximal runs (i.e., runs whose second element is a fullpath) from s. 
• We let p, cr, 0, Tl, ... range over runs. 
• If p = (s, 7t) is a run and 1t = (so,s1)(s1,s2) ... , then first(p) = s, path(p) = 7t and 
states(p) = sos 1 s2 .... Moreover, if 1t is finite then last(p) denotes the last state of p. 
• With p < 0 and p ~ 0 we indicate that run 0 is a proper suffix, respectively a suffix, of run p. 
• Concatenation of runs is denoted by juxtaposition. 
Definition 3.3. ( CT L * and CT L) 
The set of formulas CTL * is defined as the smallest set of state formulas such that: 
• if p e AP, then pis a state formula; 
• if cp and cp' are state formulas, then -,cp and <pA<p' are state formulas; 
• if 7t is a path formula, then 31t is a state formula; 
• if cp is a state formula, then cp is a path formula; 
• if 1t and 1t' are path formulas, then -,1t, 1t/\1t1, X1t and 1tU1t' are path formulas. 
We let cp, ... range over state formulas and 1t, ... over path formulas. 
CTL is defined as the subset of CTL * in which we restrict path formulas to be: 
• if cp and cp' are state formulas, then Xcp and cpUcp' are path formulas; 
• if 1t is a path formula, then so is -,1t. 
♦ 
♦ 
Below, when we write to CTL *-X and CTL-X, we refer to the subsets of CTL * and CTL, 
respectively, consisting of formulas without the next (X) operator. Moreover, we write T for 
-,(pQA-ipo), with PO some arbitrarily chosen atomic proposition name, 1t v 1t' for -,(-,1tA-i1t'), 
1t ⇒ 1t' for -,1tv1t', 'if 1t for -,3-,1t, F1t for T U 1t, and G1t for -,F-,1t. 
Now, we present two different satisfaction relations for the logics introduced above. This will be 
done by relying on different structures to interpret formulae. In one case, we will use only maximal 
runs of Kripke structures to interpret path formulae, in the other, we will use both finite and 
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infinite runs. Due to its ability of describing non continuous properties like fairness, the generally 
accepted interpretation of CTL *, is that based on maximal runs only. The less restrictive 
interpretation, however, has a series of interesting properties and is the version of CTL * which 
was originally proposed (see [ES89]). 
Definition 3.4. (Two satisfaction relations for CTL *) 
Let '.JG= (S, L, ➔) be a Kripke structure. 
i) Satisfaction of a state formula <p by a state s, notation '.JG, s I= <p or just s I= <p, and of a path 
formula 7t by a run p, notation '.JG, p I= 7t or just p I= 7t, is defined inductively by: 
• s I= p iff p e L(s) 
• s I= -,cp iff s IF <p 
• S I= (j)A<p' iff s I= <p and s I= <p' 
• s I= 31t iff there exists a run p e run(s) such that p I= 7t 
•pl=<p iff first(p) I= <p 
• p I= -,7t iff p IF 7t 
• p I= 7tA7t ' iff p I= 7t and p I= 1t' 
• p I= 1tU1t' iff there exists a 0 with p S 0 such that 0 I= 1t' and for all p S TJ<0: TJ I= 7t 
• p I= X1t iff there exist TJ,0 such that the path of TJ has length 1, p = TJ0 and 0 I= 7t. 
ii) Satisfaction wrt maximal paths of a state formula <p by a state s, notation ('.JG, )s I=µ <p, and of a 
path formula 7t by a maximal run p, notation ('.JG, )p I=µ 7t, is defined by replacing in the above 
definition I= by I=µ and the definition of s I= 31t by: 
• s I=µ 31t iff there exists a run p e µrun(s) such that p I=µ 7t. ♦ 
3. 1. CTL * and Stuttering Equivalences 
We will now introduce stuttering equivalence. Actually, our definition of stuttering equivalence, 
although similar in spirit, is slightly different from that of [BCG88]. Browne, Clarke and 
Griimberg assume to deal always with structures whose states are never deadlocked; if systems 
have to be modelled which contain states without any outgoing transition they assume the presence 
of a transition from the final state to itself, thus all maximal runs of a system are infinite. We will 
take a somewhat complementary approach and rather than avoiding deadlocked states, we do 
emphasize their presence. 
We will present two variants of stuttering equivalence which differ in the way they deal with 
divergent processes. These two variants will be proved to be in direct correspondence with the two 
interpretations of CTL * described above. 
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Definition 3.5. (Divergence blind stuttering equivalence) 
Let JG= (S, .L, ➔) be a Kripke structure. 
i) A relation R l:;;;; S x S is called a divergence blind stuttering bisimulation if it is symmetric and 
whenever r R s then: 
• .L(r)=.L(s) and 
• if r ➔ r', then there exist so, s1, .. , Sn such that so= sand for all i < n: Si ➔ Si+l, r R Si and 
r' R Sn· 
ii) Two states r,s are divergence blind stuttering equivalent, abbreviated JG: r ""dbs s or r ""dbs s, if 
there exists a divergence blind stuttering bisimulation relating r and s. 
iii) Two runs p,a are divergence blind stuttering equivalent, notation JG: p ""dbs a or p ""dbs a, if 
there is a partition B 1 B2 ... of states(p) and a partition B'1 B'2 ... of states(a) such that for all j, Bj 
and B'j are both non-empty and every state in Bj is divergence blind stuttering equivalent to every 
state in B'j· ♦ 
Lemma 3.6. 
Let JG= (S, .L, ➔) be a Kripke structure, let r, s e S with r ""dbs s, and let p E run(r). 
Then there exists a a e run(s) such that p ""dbs a. 
Proof: The actual proof is trivial, only notationally heavy; it is left to the reader. 
Theorem 3. 7. Let JG = (S, .L, ➔) be a Kripke structure and let r, s E S with r ""dbs s. 
Then for every CfL * -X formula cp: r I= cp iff s I= cp. 
♦ 
Proof: Supposer ""dbs s. Let p e run(r) and a e run(s) with p ""dbs a and let X be either a state 
formula or a path formula which does not contain any X-operator. We will prove the following 
statements: 
i) if X is a state formula then r I= X implies s I= X 
ii) if X is a path formula then p I= X implies a I= X· 
by induction on the structure of x. The reverse implications follow by symmetry 
First, we consider the case of state formulae. 
1. x= p: r I= p iff p e .L (r), the latter implies p =L(s), by definition of r ""dbs s, hence s I= X· 
2. x= -,cp: r I= -,cp implies r IF cp, this by induction implies s IF cp, thus s I= -,cp. 
3. x= cpAcp': r I= cpAcp' implies s I= cpAcp' follows by induction similarly to case 2. 
4. X = 31t: Suppose r I= 31t. Then there exists a run p e run(r) such that p I= 1t. By Lemma 3.6, 
we can find a run a e run(s) such that p ""dbs a; moreover, by induction we have that a I= 7t. 
Thuss I= 31t. 
Next, we consider the four cases of path formulae. 
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5. x = cp: We have p I= cp implies first(p) = r I= cp which by induction implies first(cr) = s I= cp. 
From the latter we can conclude cr I= cp. 
6. X = -,n: Easy induction. 
7. X = 1tA1t': Easy induction. 
8. x = 1tU1t': Suppose p I= 1tU1t'. There exists then a run 8 with p ~ 8 such that 8 I= 1t' and for all 
p ~ v < 8, v I= 1t. Since p .,,dbs cr, there is a partition B1 B2••· of states(p) and a partition B' 1 B'2 
... of states(cr) such that for all j, Bj and B'j are both non-empty and every state in Bj is stutteringly 
bisimilar to every state in B'_j. Let Pi be a suffix of p that has the first element of block Bi as first 
state. Similarly, let cri be a suffix of cr that has the first element of block B\ as first state. Now let 
Bk be the block in which the first state of 8 occurs. One can easily check that 8 .,,dbs cr'k, then by 
induction we have cr'k I= 1t'. Let Tl be a run such that cr ~ Tl < cr'k, and let Bi' be the block in which 
the first state of Tl occurs; we have Pi .,,dbs Tl• Since 1 < k we have also p ~Pi< 8 and thus Pi I= n; 
by induction we obtain also Tl I= 7t. 
Theorem 3.8. Let :JG = (S, L, ➔) be a finite state Kripke structure and lets e S. 
Then there exists a CIL-X formula cp such that for all r e S: r I= <p iff r ""dbs s. 
♦ 
Proof: The actual proof is based on an algorithm for deciding stuttering equivalence that is 
presented in [GV90]. 
• For B, B' c S the set pos(B, B') is defined as the set of states in B from which, after some initial 
stuttering, a state in B' can be reached: 
pos(B, B') = {s' E B 13 n ~ 0, 3 so, s1 , ... , Sn = s such that 
Vi< n: si E Band Si ➔ Si+ 1 and sn E B'} 
• Call B' a splitter of B if and only if 0 :t:- pos(B, B') :t:- B. 
• If P is a partition of S with B, B' E P and B' is a splitter of B, define Refp(B, B') as the 
partition obtained from P by replacing B by pos(B, B') and B - pos(B, B'). 
• A partition is stable if for no B, B' E P, B' is a splitter of B. 
Consider the following algorithm: 
P: = {{re S I L(r) = L(s)} I s E S}; 
While Pis not stable Do 
Choose B, B' e P such that B' is a splitter of B; 
P : = Refp(B, B') 
oD 
In [GV90] it is shown that two states are in the same block of the final partition exactly when they 
are divergence blind stuttering equivalent. The idea of our proof is that, while executing the 
algorithm, we maintain a mapping which associates a CTL-X formula to each block which only 
holds for the states in that block. This is trivial for the initial partition. Since states in the same 
block have the same labelling while states in different blocks have different labelling, one can 
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easily give a propositional formula for each block which only holds for its states. Suppose that, at 
one moment, during the execution of the algorithm, B' is a splitter for B and block B is split into 
Bi = pos(B, B') and B2 = B - pos(B, B'). Let <p' be the formula associated to B' and let <p be the 
formula associated to B. In the new partition we associate with B1 the formula <p A(:3 <pU<p') and 
with B2 the formula <p A (-,:3 cpU cp'). For the other blocks the associated formulas remain 
unchanged. Now, if we associate to every state the formula that is associated to the block of the 
final partition in which the state occurs, then this formula will have the required property. ♦ 
Theorem 3.9. (Divergence blind stuttering, CTL * -X and CTL-X agree for I=) 
Let 1G = (S, L, ➔) be a finite state Kripke structure and let r, s e S. The following statements are 
equivalent: 
(i) r ""dbs s, 
(ii) for every CTL *-X formula <p: r I= <p iff s I= <p, and 
(iii)for every CTL-X formula <p: r I= <p iff s I= <p. 
Proof: (i) ⇒ (ii) follows from Theorem 3.7; (ii) ⇒ (iii) is immediate; and (iii) ⇒ (i) follows from 
Theorem 3.8. ♦ 
Now, we introduce the new version of stuttering equivalence which, for finite state Kripke structu-
res, can be proved to coincide with the original stuttering equivalence of [BCG88] and which does 
not ignore divergence. The new version is defined in terms of the divergence blind one. 
Definition 3.10. (Extending Kripke structures with livelocked state) 
Let 1G = (S, L , ➔) be a finite state Kripke structure, let so be a state not in S and let Po be an 
atomic proposition such that for alls e S we have Poe L(s). Define the Kripke structure 1G1 by 
1G1 = (S', L', ➔') where 
• S' = s u {s0}, 
• L' = L u { <so, {Po}>} and 
• ➔' = ➔ u { <s, so> I s is on a cycle of states with the same label or it has no outgoing edges}. ♦ 
Definition 3.11. (Divergence sensitive stuttering equivalence) 
Let 1G = (S, L, ➔) be a finite state Kripke structure. 
i) Two states r, s e Sare stuttering equivalent, abbreviated ('.JG:) r ::::::s s, iff 1G1: r ""dbs s. 
ii) Two runs p, CJ of '.JG are stuttering equivalent, abbreviated ('.JG:) p ""s CJ, iff 1Gt= p ::::::dbs CJ. ♦ 
The next example evidences the different stress the two equivalences put on divergence (infinite 
stuttering). Please, notice that also divergence sensitive stuttering does not distinguishes between 
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deadlock and divergence, the equivalence is sensitive to any divergence except for that occurring in 
otherwise deadlocked states. 
Example 3.12. (Differences between =s and =dbs) 
s s' @ 
r 
- dbs r ::::::dbs I p ::::::s *s oq • q • q 
Let <p = V F q. Then s I=µ <p and s' I=µ <p, whereas s" IFµ <p, s IF <p, s' IF <p and s" IF <p. ♦ 
Lemma 3.13. 
Let 1G = (S, L, ➔) be a finite state Kripke structure, let r, s e S with r =s sand let p e µrun(r) . 
Then there exists acre µrun(s) such that p ""s cr. 
Proof: Given any run p from r in 1G then it is also a run in 1G1. Since 1G1: r ""dbs s, we can use 
Lemma 3.6 to find a run cr from s in JG1 which is equivalent to p. It must be that cr is also a run of 
1G because if so was in cr then the latter could never be related to p. If cr is maximal in '.JG then we 
are done. Now, suppose that it is not; we have to distinguish whether pis finite or not. 
In case p is finite, since it is also maximal it must be that r' = last(p) is a deadlocked state. 
Thus in 1G1 there is the transition (r', so). Lets'= last(cr), since p ""dbs cr we have JG1: r' ""dbs s'. 
We can now rely on the fact that ""dbs is a divergence blind stuttering bisimulation to find u0 , u1, 
. . . Un such that s' = uo and for all i<n, ui ➔ ui+ 1, with r' ""dbs ui and so ""dbs Un but this means that 
Un = so and that, in '.JG, ui- l is either deadlocked or occurs in a cycle of states with the same label. 
In the first case, consider the run cr' = cr (s', (uo, u1), ... (un-2, un-1)). One can easily check that 
cr' is maximal and that p ""s cr'. 
In the second case, let the path 7t = (vo, v1), . .. (vm-l• vm) be a cycle of states with the same 
label starting in Un-I (so vo = vm= un_1). One can easily show that all states in a cycles of states 
with the same label are divergence blind stuttering equivalent. Now consider the run cr"' = cr'(cr")CO 
with cr" = ( Un-1> 1t); run cr"' is maximal and p ""s cr"'. 
The case of p infinite is dealt similarly and is left to the reader; it relies on the fact that K has 
only a finite number of states. • 
Theorem 3.14. Let '.JG = (S, L, ➔) be a finite state Kripke structure and let r, s e S with r ""s s. 
Then for every CTL * -X formula <p: r I=µ <p iff s I=µ cp. 
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Proof: Copy the proof of the corresponding Theorem 3.7 for divergence blind stuttering 
equivalence and replace Lemma 3.6 by Lemma 3.13. 
Theorem 3.15. Let 1G = (S, L, ➔) be a finite state Kripke structure and let s e S. 
Then there exists a CfL-X formula <p such that for all r e S: r t== µ <p iff r ""s s. 
♦ 
Proof: Similar to the proof of Theorem 3.8. Now, we apply the partition refinement algorithm on 
the structure 1G1. We associate a formula to each block different from {so}, which when interpreted 
over 1G, only holds for the states in that block. The interesting case is the one where a block B with 
associated formula <p, is split in a block B1 of states, from which after some stuttering there is a 
transition to s0, and in a block B2 = B - B 1. Now associate the formula <p A (3 G <p) to B 1 and the 
formula <p A ('1 F --, <p) to B2. ♦ 
By combining Theorems 3.14 and 3.15 we obtain the following results. 
Theorem 3.16. (Stuttering, CTL * -X and CTL-X agree fort==µ) 
Let 1G = (S, L, ➔) be a finite state Kripke structure and let r, s e S. Then the following statements 
are equivalent: 
(i) r ""s s, 
(ii) for every CfL * -X formula <p: r t== µ <p iff s F µ <p, and 
(iii)for every CTL-X formula <p: rt==µ <p iff st==µ <p. ♦ 
Since a similar result was proved in [BCG88], we have, as a corollary of the above theorem, that 
our version of stuttering equivalence coincides with that of [BCG88] for finite state Kripke 
structures without deadlocked states, i.e. for the class of KS's they consider. 
3.2. Stuttering Equivalences and Branching Bisimulations 
In this section, we want to study the relationships between branching bisimulation and CTL * -X. 
We will do it, by exploiting the relationships between stuttering equivalence and this logic. Indeed, 
we will get the new logical characterization of branching bisimulation by relating it to the 
divergence blind stuttering equivalence studied above. We will need some preliminary work which 
allows us to relate the different structures on which branching and stuttering equivalence are 
defined, namely Kripke structures and Labelled Transition Systems. 
We will introduce a new kind of structure which can be projected naturally on both Labelled 
Transition Systems and Kripke structures. The new structure will be called Doubly Labelled 
Transition Systems (L2TS). 
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Definition 3.17. (Doubly Labelled Transition Systems) 
A L2TS is a structure :A.'.JG = (S, A, ➔, L) where (S, A, ➔) is a LTS and L: S ➔ 2AP is a 
labelling function which associates a set of atomic propositions to each state. 
With LTS(:A.'.JG) we denote the substructure (S, A, ➔) of :A.'.JG and with KS(:A.'.JG) we denote the 
substructure (S, L, ➔') of :A.'.JG where r ➔' s if and only if 3 ex: r-ex➔ s. 
Equivalences defined on the states of a LTS or KS can be lifted to L2TS in the obvious way by 
ignoring either the labels of the states or the labels of the transitions: 
• :A.'.JG: r ~ s <=>def LTS(:A.'.JG): r ~ s and 
• :A.'.JG: r ~ s <=>def KS(:A.'.JG ): r ~ s. ♦ 
The actual definition of L2TS is far too general for our interests, indeed the generalized transition 
systems which we need have also to guarantee a certain degree of consistency between the labels of 
two adjacent states and the labels of the transitions connecting the states. Because of this, we 
introduce the class of consistent L2TS's. 
Definition 3.18. (Consistent L2TS's) 
A L2Ts (S, A, ➔, L) is consistent if there exist two functions 
• effect: 2AP x A't ➔ 2AP and 
• action: 2AP x 2AP ➔ A't 
such that 
i) effect(l, 't) = I; 
ii) action(!, 1) = 't; 
iii) r--cx➔ s implies (L(s) = effect(L(r), ex) and a= action(L(r), L(s))). ♦ 
What this definition amounts to saying is that the states which are connected by an invisible action 
have the same labels and the labels of adjacent states differ only for the repercussion of the label of 
the transition connecting them. The above restriction on L2TS's, permits performing the first step 
toward relating branching bisimulation and CTL * -X, because stuttering equivalence and branching 
bisimulation agree when they are defined on consistent L2TS's. 
Theorem 3.19. (Divergence blind stuttering and branching bisimulation equivalence agree on 
consistent L2TS' s) 
If A'.JG = (S, A, ➔, L) is a consistent L2TS then for all r, sin S: 
:A.'.JG: r ""'dbs s if and only if L(r) = L(s) and :A.'.JG: r ""'b s. 
Proof: Immediate from the definitions. ♦ 
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We can now start studying the relationships between stuttering equivalence as defined on Kripke 
structures and branching bisimulation as defined on labelled transition systems. First of all, we will 
present a straightforward way of labelling the transitions in a Kripke structure in such a way that 
divergence blind stuttering equivalence in the original structure coincides with branching bisimu-
lation equivalence in the enriched structure. It is worth remarking that one of the main sources of 
problems in these transformations is the presence of invisible actions. 
Definition 3.20. (From KS' s to L2TS' s) 
Let '.JG= (S, L, ➔) be a Kripke structure. The L2Ts tr('.JG) is defined as (S, 2AP,➔•, L) where 
• r-'t➔' s if and only if r ➔ sand L(r) = L(s); 
• r-1➔' s if and only if r ➔ sand L(r) :;t L(s) and L(s) = 1. • 
The construction of Definition 3.20 is reported also in [Kou90]. One can easily verify that tr('.JG) is 
consistent and moreover that KS(tr('.JG)) ='.JG.The theorem below is an immediate consequence of 
these properties. 
Theorem 3.21. Let '.JG = (S, L ,➔) be a Kripke structure. Then for all r, sin S: 
'.JG: r =dbs s if and only if L(r) = L(s) and tr('.JG)): r =b s. 
Proof: By the above property, we have that '.JG: r =dbs s if and only if KS(tr('.JG)): r =dbs s. By 
definition KS(tr('.JG)): r =dbs s if and only if tr('.JG)): r ""dbs s. Now, since tr('.JG) is consistent, the 
latter holds if and only if L(r) = L(s) and tr('.JG)): r ""b s. ♦ 
The construction of a L2Ts from a L TS is less straightforward than the above construction starting 
from a KS. The first thing which comes to mind is to label a state with the label of a transition 
leading to it, if the label is visible, and with the label of the source state of the transition otherwise. 
However, this does not deal with situations where transitions with different labels enter a single 
state. Moreover, problems arise with structures like those reported below which capture a very 
different intuition but would be identified by the outlined naive transformation with the result of 
confusing repeated occurrences of the same visible action with 't-cycles. 
a 
a 
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One possible solution is proposed in [CLM89]. There, a given LTS is extended by labelling each 
state with the set of the labels of the runs which lead to it; runs are labelled by the set of those 
actions which are performed an odd number of times. Unfortunately, this construction does not 
always lead to consistent L2TS 's and is not able to cope with systems whose states can be reached 
via two paths which contain the same action an even resp. an odd number of times. Indeed, the 
authors restrict attention to those LTS's which lead to unique labelling and this restricted class of 
LTS's gives rise to consistent L2TS's only. 
We now propose two new transformation functions which permit building a consistent L2TS 
from any LTS, while preserving the structure of the LTS. The LTS of Example 3.23 below shows 
that in general it is not possible to give a labelling of the states in an LTS such that the resulting 
L2Ts is consistent. Thus there exists no transformation function which preserves the structure of 
the LTS up to isomorphism. 
The first transformation function exploits the naive tranformation function sketched above: a 
state in the L2TS is labelled with the label of a transition leading to it if the label is visible and with 
the label of the source state of the transition otherwise. To deal with states reacheable by more than 
one labelled transition, the L2TS contains a new state, sa, for each state s of the LTS and each label 
a of the transitions after which scan be reached via a path consisting only oft-transitions. To deal 
with the problem of two consecutive a-transitions, an additional state, s.a., is introduced for each 
state that can be reached via two a-transitions (possibly with t-steps in between). Below, we 
present the just schetched construction in full detail: 
Definition 3.22. (From LTS' s to consistent L2TS's: first transformation) 
Let A= (S, A,➔) be a LTS . 
Let A+= Au {i! 1 a E A}u {.l}and define f-- \;;;; SxA+ inductively by: 
1. r f-- .l; 
2. r f-- 1, 1 "# a and r -a➔ s implies sf-- a; 
3. r f-- a and r -a➔ s implies s f-- i!; 
4. r f- 1 and r -t➔ s implies s f-- 1. 
Now the L2Ts tq (A) can be defined as (S', A, ➔', L) where 
• S' = { SJ I s f-- 1} ; 
• ➔' = {(r1,a,sa) Ir f-- 1, 1 "# a E A and r-a➔ s} u 
{ (ra,a,si!) Ir f-- a and r -a➔ s} u 
{ (r1,t,s1) I r f-- 1 and r -t➔ s}. 
•L(s1) = {l}. 
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Example 3.23. (Translating LTS' s into L2TS' s) 
Ij_ • ~ 
'l . tb 
tj_. 't 
.. ·~ J, 
~ 
• J • .,,,,. Sa~ Sb tr1 .,,,,. \·~ 
.,,,,. 
·O· .,,,,. .,,,,. .,,,,. s • t 't 
' 
s.ll 
' a ' 
' 
r • 
tr2 ' ~ ' .... (r,b,t) 't • ~ 
·O_a_'t -· t 
(s,a,s) 
One can easily check that for a given LTS A., tr 1 (A.) is a consistent L2Ts. The next proposition 
vindicates our construction in that it shows that the structure tr 1 (A.) and that of A. are very 
similar. Note that, as a direct corollary of the next proposition, two states r, s are branching 
bisimilar if and only if states ri and s1 are such for some given l. 
Proposition 3.24. (The structure of A and tr 1 ( A) is very similar) 
Ifs is a state of a LTS A. ands.la corresponding state of LTS(tr 1 (A.)) thens and s.1 give rise to 
isomorphic unfoldings. ♦ 
Now, Proposition 3.24 and Theorem 3.19, together with Theorem 3.9, allow us to prove the fol-
lowing important theorem which says that, via transformation tr 1, CTL *-x can be viewed as a 
logic for branching bisimulation equivalence. 
Theorem 3.25. 
Let A.= (S, A, ➔) be a finite LTS. Then for all r, sin S: 
A.: r ""b s if and only if V cp E CTL * -X, tr 1 (A.), r .1 I= cp <=> tr 1 (A.), s 1_ I= cp. • 
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Clearly, due to Theorem 3.9, we can also replace CTL *-x with CTL-X in the above theorem. 
Example 3.26. Consider the L TS A.2.11 of Example 2.11. 
If we define cp = 3 (3 Fb) U a, then tr 1 (A.2.11), s1_ I= <p but tr1 (A.2.11), r 1_ IF <p. 
If we define cp' = 3 ((a ⇒ VG-, c) U b), then tr1(A2.11), C}j_ I= cp' buttr1(A2.11), p1_ IF cp'. ♦ 
A disadvantage of the above transformation from LTS's to L2TS's is that it may lead to a quadratic 
blowup in the size of the system (unless one assumes that the alphabet A is finite and fixed). 
Therefore, we will now describe a second, simpler transformation which is linear in the number of 
states and transitions. It was suggested in [EL85], where it is described in a setting without silent 
actions. The price to be paid is that corresponding states in the LTS and the L2TS do no longer 
give rise to isomorphic unfoldings (Proposition 3.24). However, the structure of the LTS and the 
L2Ts are still very similar: the L2Ts is obtained by placing a new state in the middle of each 
visible transition of the LTS. In the definition below we give the details of the construction. 
Definition 3.27. (From LTS' s to consistent L2TS's: second transformation) 
Let A = (S, A,➔) be a LTS. The L2Ts tr2(A) is defined as (S', A, ➔', L) where 
• S' =Su {(r,a,s) I ae A and r-a➔ s}; 
• ➔' = {(r,'t,s) I r-'t➔ s} u {(r,a,(r,a,s)) Ir-a➔ s} u {((r,a,s),a,s) Ir-a➔ s}; 
• Forr, s E Sand a E A: L(s) = {.l} and L((r,a,s)) = {a}. ♦ 
It is immediate from the definitions that tr2(A) is a consistent L2Ts. The lower part of Example 
3.23 shows how we will render with tr2 the same system which we used to exemplify tr 1 · 
Proposition 3.28. 
Two states r, sin an LTS A are branching bisimilar if and only if they are so in tr2(A). 
Proof: Straightforward from the definition. ♦ 
The next theorem is the analogue of Theorem 3.25 in a setting where tr2 is used instead oftq. 
Theorem 3.29. Let A= (S, A, ➔) be a finite LTS. Then for all r, sin S: 
A: r ""b s if and only if Vcp e CTL *-X, tri(A), r I= cp ¢::> tr2(A), s I= cp. ♦ 
Again, we can replace CTL * -X with CTL-X in the above theorem. 
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If we define <p = 3 (3 Fb) U a, then tr2(A2_ 11), st= <p but tr2(A2_ 11), r IF <p. 
If we define <p' = 3 ((a ⇒ VG-, c) U b), then tr2(A2.11), qt= <p' but tT2(A2.11), p IF <p'. 
Notice that, although in general the transformations tT 1 and tr 2 lead to different models, the above 
distinguishing formulas are the same as the ones in Example 3.26. ♦ 
Remark 3.31. The logic CTL-X is more expressive than the Hennessy-Milner logic with until 
operator Lu, irrespective of whether transformation tT 1 or tr 2 is used; we leave it as an exercise 
to the reader to define the modalities of Lu in terms of CTL-X. 
We conclude this section by introducing a new version of branching bisimulation which for finite 
systems is in full agreement with the stuttering equivalence of [BCG88] and thus with the equiva-
lence induced by the standard interpretation of CTL * and CTL without the next-time operator. 
What we need is nothing more than a divergence sensitive version of the original definition of 
Section 2. We pedantically follow the approach we took to define stuttering equivalence from its 
divergence blind version. 
Definition 3.32. (Extending LTS' s with livelocked state) 
Let A= (S, A, ➔) be a finite LTS, let so be a state not in S and let d be a distinct action not in A. 
Define the LTS Act= (S', A', ➔ ') where S' =Su {so}, A'= Au {d} and 
➔' = ➔ u { <s, d, so> I s occurs in a 't-cycle or has no outgoing transitions}. ♦ 
Definition 3.33. (Divergence sensitive branching bisimulation) 
Let A = (S, A, ➔) be a finite LTS. Two states r, s in S are divergence sensitive branching 
bisimilar, abbreviated (A:) r =ctsb s, if and only if Act: r ""b s. ♦ 
Theorem 3.34. (Stuttering equivalence and divergence sensitive branching bisimulation agree 
on consistent L2TS' s) 
If A1G = (S, A, ➔, L) is a finite and consistent L2TS then for all r, sin S: 
A.1G: r =s s if and only if A.1G: r ""dsb sand L(r) = L(s). ♦ 
The final theorem of this paper states that for both our transformations from LTS's to L2TS's, 
divergence sensitive branching bisimulation equivalence coincides with the equivalence induced by 
CTL * -X under the standard interpretation. 
Theorem 3.35. 
Let A= (S, A, ➔) be a finite LTS. Then for all r, s in S: 
A: r =ctsb s if and only if V<p e CTL *-x, tr 1 (A), r .1_ t=µ cp ~ tq (A), s.1_ t=µ cp 
Theorem 3.35. 
Let A = (S, A, ➔) be a finite L TS. Then for all r, s in S: 
A: r ::::dsb s if and only if V cp E CTL * -X, tq (A), r J. F µ cp <=> tq (A), s J. F µ cp 
if and only if Vcp E CTL *-X, tr2(A), r Fµ cp <=> tri(A), s Fµ cp. 
As always, we can replace CTL *-X with CTL-X in the above theorem. 
4. Conclusions and Related Work 
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♦ 
In this paper, we have introduced three significantly different logics which are in full agreement 
with branching bisimulation equivalence (::::b). The first logic, Lu, is an extension of Hennessy-
Milner Logic with a kind of "until" operator. It is suggested by the definition of branching 
bisimulations in [GW89]. The second logic, LsF, is another extension of Hennessy-Milner Logic 
which exploits the power of backward modalities; it stems directly from the alternative 
characterization of branching bisimulation presented in [DMV90]. The third logic is CTL * (see e.g. 
[ES89]) without the next-time operator (CTL*-X). The latter characterization exploits the 
relationships between variants of stuttering equivalence [BCG88] and CTL *. 
The philosophy behind the backward generalization of HML is very similar to that of the logic 
called Jy, introduced by Hennessy and Stirling to deal with non-continuous properties of 
generalized transition systems with infinite computations [HS85]. The relevant difference is that 
LsF permits abstracting from silent actions, while Jy does not. Indeed, in the context of 
traditional (limit closed) labelled transition systems, Jy has no more discriminating power than 
strong observational equivalence (see also [DMV90]). The characterization of ::::b in terms of a 
more abstract version of Jy gives strength to the claim that branching bisimulation is indeed a 
natural generalization of strong bisimulation and that it can be easily extended to cope with 
infinitary properties of systems. In the paper, we have shown that the modalities in Lu are 
definable in terms of those in LsF• An interesting open question is whether each LsF formula is 
logically equivalent to a Lu formula. 
We have proved that branching bisimulation equivalence is in full agreement with CTL*-X by 
proving that it is in full agreement with a divergence blind variant of stuttering equivalence. The 
actual proof had to face the problem that the two equivalences are defined on different structures, 
namely Kripke structures (KS's) and Labelled Transition Systems (LTS's). Thus, transformation 
functions from one structure to the other were on demand. In the literature, various translations 
have been proposed. In [JKP90], a L TS is translated into a KS by introducing, in correspondence 
of each transition in the LTS, a state in the associated KS with the obvious labelling, and by 
introducing a transition in correspondence of each pair of consecutive transitions in the LTS. 
The construction of [JKP90], does not relate stuttering equivalence and branching bisimula-
tion. This is partly accomplished by a (linear) translation from KS's to LTS's that was first 
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presented in [Kou90] (see our Definition 3.20) and by a translation from LTS's to KS's that is 
described in [CLM89]. However, the latter construction only works for a special class of LTS's 
which does not allow systems with states reachable via two paths which contain the same action 
resp. an even and an odd number of times. 
One of the contributions of this paper is the definition of two transformation functions from 
general LTS's with invisible labels to KS's. The transformations permit naturally relating 
branching bisimulation to divergence blind stuttering equivalence and divergence sensitive 
branching bisimulation to stuttering equivalence. The first construction leads to a quadratic blowup 
of the states of the resulting KS but preserves the structure of the source LTS up to isomorphism 
of unfoldings. The second construction, which is inspired by a construction of [EL85] and 
generalizes it to deal with invisible labels, is linear and preserves structure too, although not in the 
sense of strong bisimulation equivalence. The second transformation permits moving freely 
between a state-based and an action-based representation of a concurrent system and thus 
indifferently using automatic tools which have designed for reasoning about either model. 
To facilitate the discussion, we have also introduced a new kind of structures, Doubly Labelled 
Transition Systems (L2TS), which are used as target of the translation functions from Labelled 
Transition Systems and Kripke structures. We have proved that branching bisimulation and 
stuttering equivalence are in full agreement on a subclass of L2Ts in which a strong consistency 
relation between the labels of the nodes and those of the incoming and outgoing arcs holds and 
have proved that our translations always yield consistent L2TS. Here, we want to remark that the 
new structures are interesting in their own in that they permit richer descriptions of systems. It is 
certainly worthwhile exploring how much the consistency constraint on L2Ts can be relaxed while 
keeping full agreement between the state-based and the action-based equivalence and it is also 
worthwhile studying the equivalences which are obtained once the agreement is lost. 
Finally, we would like to mention the work of Stirling [Sti89], who provides a different 
interpretation of CTL *-X by using L TS extended with the double arrow relation =a=> and shows 
that weak bisimulation and the newly interpreted CTL * (with the next-time operator) are in full 
agreement. This result is weaker than ours and is a direct consequence of the fact that strong 
bisimulation and CTL * are in full agreement. 
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